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This fabric collection in neutral tones offers 
a selection of designs inspired by Nomad-
ic life on the African continent. The word 
“nomadic” is defined as “someone who 
moves around, travels from place to place, 
without a fixed pattern of movement. It 
also refers to hunter-gatherer tribes, living 
in tents with a lifestyle of foraging and 
constant change and adaptation to their 
environment.

We love the concept of Nomadic design in 
décor, taking elements from various areas 
and layering these patterns to create a 
“gathered” look that is constantly chang-
ing and adding as you travel or your mood 
changes.

You don’t have to 
be a nomad to live 
a nomadic lifestyle.



THE DESIGNS
PADDLE LEAF | ADINKRA | GRAIN | BANANA LEAF | MALI | BASKET | ARROW | DISA | KWASI



PADDLE LEAF
The Paddle plant (Crassula family) is 
a well know succulent indigenous to 
South Africa. It is also called the 
dessert cabbage. The grey-green 
leaves grow to about 6 in (15 cm) 
long and will become tinged in red 
when exposed to sun. Mature 
plants may produce a spike of 
fragrant, yellow flowers in spring. 
Our design combines a simple leaf 
shape with a stylized flower inside 
the leaf.



ADINKRA
This simple full drop repeat shows one of the 
Ashanti symbols from Ghana (West Africa) often 
used on textles, pottery and architecture.



Grown as food staples, 
grains such as rice, wheat, 
maize, millet and sorghum 
are valued across Africa. 
These tiny specs give life 
and our design repeat is 
almost looks like the image 
you would get when placing 
a magnet underneath metal 
filings, with dense clusters 
and areas with minimal 
coverage.

GRAIN



Banana leaf artwork has been constant in African art for centuries. Native to Kenya, banana 
leaf art is composed of tiny slices of banana leaves that are cut and pasted or woven together. 
The banana leaves are sometimes dyed to create a more dimensional or realistic effect.

Non-porous banana leaves are also perfect for cooking cook fish, vegetables or just about 
anything because they hold in moisture and flavor and is used all over Africa.

We have chosen to do a very modern, stylized rendering of a banana leaf and placed it in an 
almost geometric repeat.

BANANA LEAF



African baskets are usually made of different materi
als like grass, vines, leaves, raffia, papyrus etc. The 
techniques used are often quite complex and are 
similar to the methods used in textile weaving. They 
are used for a variety of different purposes ranging 
from women carrying harvested crops from the 
fields, food from the market, goods for sale and also 
for storage.

Several designers have worked with traditional 
weavers to modernized colours and weaving 
patterns, resulting in majestic woven art pieces and 
décor items. We especially admire the work done by 
Binky Newman and her company Design Africa

BASKETS



Inspired by the ground breaking work of Boubacar Doumbia in Mali, this small scale design is an 
imitation of the incredible textiles that are produced in his Le Ndomo textile workshop. Using natural 
fabric staining and dyeing techniques, he trains young apprentices to create traditional Bogolan mud 
cloth, but also guides and educates them to become entrepreneurs through the production of 
textiles.

MALI



Going back to our nomadic 
theme, this simple design shows 

a stylized version of an arrow-
head. In many instances nomadic 

tribes still use this primitive way 
of hunting with bow and arrow. 
The triangle is also a significant 

symbol in all forms of decoration 
and design across the African 
continent. Often symbolizing 

water or fire

ARROW



The Disa is a flowering plant in the 
family Orchidaceae, indigenous to 

Southern Africa, lso referred to as the 
pride of Table Mountain. This design 

is a completely de-constructed 
rendering of the actual flower giving 

an almost woodcut feel.

DISA



KWAZI
This design is inspired by the 
floral artwork and ornament seen 
on kanga’s across the African 
continent. Its name however, 
refers to the word used for a boy 
born on a Sunday in Ghana.


